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Summary



The SAIMC NPC

• Promoting the Automation Industry in Africa

• Voluntary Association of the Engineering Council 
of South Africa

• Board Member of the Automation Federation

• Board Member of Intsimbi Future Technologies 
Platform 



Vision 2023

• Project 1: Education and Training
– Full Operational Automation Training Program
– Bursaries

• Project 2: SAIMC growth
– International growth (Africa)
– Improve Technical evening presentations

• Project 3: Thought Leadership
– Industrie 4.0 Thought Leader
– Contribute to Automation Standards
– Make South Africa a global player in Automation





Technical evenings
Site visits
Exhibitions
Automation as a discipline

SAIMC Spider Web
Education

Automation Competency Model

InternationalRegulatory

Technology

Socials



Education and Training

Education and Training



Education Background

• Education has, in the past, delivered highly valued 
“products” which industry could turn into productive 
team members by on-the-job training

• Electrical, Mechanical, … “products” were required 
creating a silo approach to education

• This in turn caused the “amount of product delivered” 
to be the de facto Key Performance Indicator of 
Education.



Education Background

• High entrance requirements into tertiary 
education promoted high education standards as 
well as high pass rates.

• For many years, South African industry supported 
the local education institutions through initiatives 
like sponsored research, along with the creation of 
discipline-specific chairs and the like. 



Education Background

• With Industry concentrating on narrowing profit 
margins and stiff competition, the involvement in and 
support for education slowly dwindled.

• This meant that the equipment in the laboratories 
became outdated which forced the lecturers to “teach 
the basics” instead of getting them skilled in the 
equipment they will one day be forced to use.

• Very few lecturers left industry to go to education due 
to various reasons, leaving Education with little 
industry exposure. 



Education Background

• Education institutions are now largely government 
funded with the focus on the amount of “product” 
produced.

• Education for the most part does not keep track of 
their “product’s” acceptance by industry and relies 
on the achievements of few to validate their 
product’s performance. 



Electrical

Education Requirements from Industry

Chemical Mechanical Other



The President

• The President has enjoined us “to reimagine and 
build the South Africa we yearn, a South Africa of 
our dreams” - Minister Angie Motshekga: Basic Education Dept 

Budget Vote 2019/20



The Minister of Basic Education

• Priority 1: Improving the foundational skills of 
literacy and numeracy

• Priority 2: Immediate implementation of a 
curriculum with skills and competencies for a 
changing world (4IR)

• Priority 4: A “World Class Assessment System”
– Minister Angie Motshekga, Minister of Basic Education



MINISTER OF HIGHER EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

• “The Department is already developing a Skills Master Plan 
in response to the known skills demands associated with 
the 4IR. This plan will be complemented by a national list of 
Occupations in High Demand and the Critical Skills List”

• “Through the National Skills Fund, we have made available 
R150 million to upgrade workshops at TVET colleges to 
meet industry requirements”
– Source: Budget vote address for the department of higher 

education and training held at the old assembly



Status of Education

National View



DHET STATS REPORT 
DATED 4 APRIL 2018

The Department of 
Higher Education and 
Training seeks to improve 
the capacity of the Post-
School Education and 
Training (PSET) system to 
meet the skills and 
developmental needs of 
the country. 



DHET Objectives

• Objectives:
a) increase the rate at which the key skills necessary for 
economic growth and social development are delivered;
b) serve the growing number of young people and adults who 
seek education and training outside of the schooling system;
c) provide alternative entry points into and pathways through 
the learning system;
d) provide quality learning, irrespective of where learning takes 
place (i.e. college, university or workplace); and
e) provide easy pathways across the various learning sites. 



Post School Education and Training Institutions

• HEI (Higher Education Institutions)

–Public: 26

–Registered Private: 123

• Technical and Vocational Education and Training 
(TVET): 50

• Private Colleges: 279

• Community Education and Training Colleges (CET): 9



Enrolment Figures 2016

• Higher Education Institutions – 1,1 m

• TVET Colleges – 705 397

• CET Colleges – 273 431

• Private Colleges – 168 911



Enrolments

Institution Completion Rate 
(SAIRR)

Cost

HEI 58% R28bn

TVET 41,7 – 67,7%

Private Colleges 31,4 – 57%

CET Colleges 35,9% R1,9bn

SETA Supported Not published R12,3bn 
(R49 263pp)



Minister of HE and ST 2019
Institution Cost

University education R59bn

TVET R10bn

Community Education R2bn

Skills Development R264m

Total (incl. Admin, Planning etc.) R73bn



Status of Education

Report by SAIRR May 2018



Institute of Race Relations
The South African Education Crisis, May 2018

• “In 2015, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) ranked the education systems of 76 
countries from around the world. 

• The rankings were determined by examining how well 
students performed in science and mathematics tests. 
South Africa performed poorly. 

• Of the 76 studied this way, the OECD said that the country 
[South Africa] had the 75th worst education system. The 
only country that ranked lower was Ghana.” 



Minister Angie Motshekga

• “The Fourth Southern and East African Consortium for 
Monitoring Educational Quality (SEACMEQ IV), the 
2015 Trends in International Mathematics and Science 
Study (TIMSS 2015), and the 2016 Progress in 
International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS 2016), are 
unanimous in reporting that the South African basic 
education system as firmly on the rise” - Minister Angie 

Motshekga: Basic Education Dept Budget Vote 2019/20



Education and Training Challenges

Industry Challenges



Customers’ Disruptive Requirements

• “I want it customized and I want it now” – and this 
goes for graduates as well!

• “I do not want to learn how to use it, it must just 
work. If you cannot make this happen, I will use the 
internet and find it somewhere else”

• “If you cannot satisfy my need, I will find a place who 
will”

• “Cut costs and increase profits!”
–E.g. Manufacture as required, not to replenish stock levels



Industrial Upset

1. Big Data
2. Augmented Reality – 3D view of product
3. Simulation and digital twins
4. Internet of Things
5. Cloud Computing
6. Cyber Security
7. Systems Integration
8. Additive Manufacturing – building in layers, i.e. 3D printing
9. Autonomous Systems
10. Cryptocurrencies



Problem Statement – Industry 

• Industry spends a lot of time, even years to get 
graduates to understand Automation

• Industry has to a large extent removed themselves 
from tertiary education, not demanding the skills 
required in industry, not providing them with the 
equipment and train-the-trainer programs 
required.



Development and Research

• Most international companies have been forced to 
set up their own training facilities so that end –
users can implement and work with their 
solutions.

• Technical development and research is now 
mostly the domain of the company’s own research 
and development divisions.



Industry’s Proposal

• We will assist in developing the curriculum and 
course material

• We will give education the latest equipment

• We will give education train-the-trainer training

• Education must give us experts in the technology

• Industry will then teach graduates the industry.



Education and Training Challenges

Tertiary Education Challenges



The “Raw Material”

• In order for universities to exist, they need 
students to enter the education system and then 
graduate.

• Because of the low grade of “raw material” 
(students leaving the secondary education 
system), some education slots have to be filled 
with elementary subjects students should have 
mastered before entering further education.



Transforming the “Raw Material”

• Many educators have had very little exposure in 
industry and do not understand what the “end 
product” should look like. 

• Every time a new course is developed, education 
institutions add more mathematics because of the lack 
of industry experience.

• This makes it basically impossible for the “raw 
material” to be transformed into “high grade finished 
product” that industry can use.



Changing Direction

• Education often has very elementary equipment in their 
laboratories instead of state-of-the-art equipment

• Educators also has very little exposure to training in these 
new technologies.

• This meant education had to change their focus from 
educating students to work with the technology to “learn 
them the basics” or “teach them how to learn” – items 
which are often more effectively taught on public media.



Tertiary Education View

Education Process



Traditional Approach



Result in 2018

Gap between Education and Training 
too big for graduates to cross



Two Research Views within Tertiary Education

Publication

Research

Educate

Concept Design

Publication

Research

Educate

Publication is sufficient Implementation is possible



Two Research Views

Publication Sufficient
• Publication is possible even 

though researcher might not 
have any / very limited 
industry experience

• Research tends to be 
mathematical models

• Research is useful for 
researchers in industry who 
can apply the theory / 
concepts

Implementation Possible
• Researchers tends to have 

extensive practical experience
• Research tends to end up as 

patents and / or new designs 
that enables company growth

• Useful for entrepreneurs or 
companies that needs to stay 
at the forefront of technology 
against competitors



Education: Two Views

Knowledge Development

• Identify academic results

• DHE requirements driven

• Knowledge development

• Success measured by amount 
of “product”

• Curriculum rigid

• Single entry / exit point

Skills and Competency Development

• Identify talent

• Industry requirements driven

• Skills development

• Success measured by 
“product” acceptance

• Modular competency 
components

• Multiple entry / exit points



Which Research View Does South Africa Need?



Education and Training Challenges

How Do We Structure Skills Solutions For 
Future Fast Paced Change?



New Technologies

• New technologies with a technology-aware, 
entrepreneurial thinking youth (not always related to 
age) ignores the rules and boundaries and creates 
their own set of rules

• These establishment challengers are disrupting the 
business models that has brought us to where we are 
today

• “This is the only logical way to do it” is becoming the 
downfall of the “establishment”



The National Tooling Initiative Program

Industry 1
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Results of NTIP vs SA Education

• NTIP
–Students who start the program and end up in industry 

(80%)

–Students who start the program and leave before leaving 
completing the program (20%)
• Students who left the program early, had sufficient interim 

qualifications and entered industry (90% of the 20%)

• Students who left the program before completing an interim 
certificate to enter industry (10% of 20%)



SA Training Budget

• Education and Training – R 213 bn (source - UNICEF)

–Contribution to NTIP – R 0

• Skills Development Levy – R15,3 bn (source SARS Annual 
Report 2016 – 2017)

–Contribution to NTIP – R 0

• Contribution to NTIP by DTI – R 100 m



intsimbi Future Production & Technologies Initiative (iFPTI)

2019/09/16 Industry 4.0 Task Team - Marc Van Pelt 48

National 
Technologies
Initiative Program



The National Technologies Implementation Platform

Selection

Factory Automation

Process Automation

Further Training 
(If required)

R
o
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Standards

Industry lab training centers

On-line education institutions

Tertiary Institutions

Private Education
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Education System example

Certificate 
level 7

Certificate 
level 6

Certificate level 5

Certificate level 4

Certificate level 3

Certificate level 2

Certificate level 1

Engineer

Technologist

Technician



COOPERATION

• The ISA, Automation Federation, the SAIMC and 
all 130 countries are working together to create 
innovative skills solution for the Automation 
Discipline in order to address the requirements of 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

• The SAIMC is working with NTIP to use the tried 
and tested national program solutions to bring 
future 4IR skills to our Industry.
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Skills Develpment Solution Design Principles

Formal 
Training

Knowledge Component – 25%

Practical Training – 35%

On-the-Job Training – 40%

Student Support and Life Skills

• Fundamentals

• Applied and Trade Theory

• Online Examinations

• Equipment Techniques

• Advanced Equipment Techniques

• Subject Matter Projects

• Work Pieces (Assessment)

• One-on-Ones

• Personal Development Plans

• Life and Employability Skills

• Workplace Experience
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Partnership Implementation Model: Regional Clusters

Migration into Existing 
Business

Transformation of Existing 

Business

New Venture Creation

000

Colleges

UnivTech

AC Univ

Centres of 

Excellence

Industry

Assessment 

Centres

International 

Partners

NTIP –
Development, 

Facilitation, 

Interface 

Management, 

Quality 

Assurance
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NATIONAL FOOTPRINT
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IFPTI PROGRAMME

• PtSA
• SACEEC (*)
• SAEEC
• MAN. CIRCLE
• SAIMC

INDUSTRY FUNDING SUPPORT FOR IFPTI PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

EXPANSION MODEL
Industry bodies create 
Governance Board capacity in 
a new NPC structure for 
managing funding inputs into 
IFPTI program outcomes

• AUTO
• MINING
• PLASTICS
• COMPOSITES
• OTHER

PHASE1

PHASE 2

*SACEEC TO INITIALLY REPRESENT INTERESTS OF NUMBER 

OF  BODIES (SAIW, SASSDA, AFSA, SAEFA,SAIF ETC.)



2018

NTIP FUNDING MODEL



The Intsimbi Future Production Technologies 
Initiative (IFPTI)

• The Department of 
Trade and Industry

• PtSA

• SAIMC

• Manufacturing Circle

• SACEEC

• International partners

INDUSTRY GOVERMENT

A national partnership between



Existing Trust Fund
NTIP

Trust Fund

IFPTI

NTIPTraining
Initiative

Business
Incubation

Trustees
20% Trustees
80% Beneficiaries

Program

Program
Management



Existing Trust Fund with Separate Accounts

NTIP
Trust Fund

IFPTI

NTIP
Training
Initiative

Business
Incubation

Trustees
20% Trustees
80% Beneficiaries

Program

Program
Management

Newco
NPC SA

IM
C

O
th

e
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Trust 
Fund

Trust 
Fund

Funding

Trust 
Fund

Trustees from Industry
Contributions contribute to B-BBEE

Fund Manager
Mandates to spend

Board
• PtSA
• Manufacturing Circle
• SACEEC
• SAIMC



Industry and Supplier Participation and Contribution
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• Industry > R250million

• Suppliers > R15 million

• Government – > R750 million

• OJT – > 550 companies participating

• Students worked more than 2 million hours on machines

• >85% permanent job placement rate of Artisan Students to 
date



Development of new National Partnership Funding 

Model for Technical Skills Development for Advanced 

Manufacturing.

DEV & CAP THEORY PRACT OJT

Development & 

Capacity building:

INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT

Municipalities

Donors

Development funding

SETA  reallocation

Training pipeline

INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT

Dev Funding

Bursaries

SETA reallocation

Training pipeline

INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT

BBBEE

Bursaries

SETA reallocation

Training Pipeline

INDUSTRY

SETA reallocation



75%

New Funding Structure

NTIP

Ingenious 
Equity as Fund 

Manager

100%

25%

B-BBEE 
Trust -
>80%

Intsimbi/Industry 
owned facility

SLA

Advanced Production 
Technology Institute (Pty) Ltd 

Reg#: 2017/367919/07
TDM Maintenance 
Services (Pty) Ltd

Reg#: 2017/367955/07

SLA

Trust as limited 
liability partner

Ingenious 
Partners as 

General Partners



RECENT INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS – NTIP

• In November 2017, big business delivered a “white paper” to 
government outlining the “MAP TO A MILLION” plan to create a 
million manufacturing jobs within the next decade.

• Two specific elements of this plan has relevance:
– “We recommend that the SETA system be abolished, but that the 

skills levy be retained for general revenue purposes, with deductions 
to be claimed by companies from SARS for training actually done. The 
accumulated surplus and reserves can be applied to reduce 
education and training costs through existing channels.”

– “We recommend that the highly successful NTIP model be scaled up 
to accelerate the provision of skilled labor across all levels of the 
manufacturing sector.”
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Based on the above it should be clear that this
program has succeeded in creating highly innovative
industry driven solutions that are sustainable and
will position SA’s Advanced Manufacturing sector for
the 4th Industrial revolution busy transforming the
global MANUFACTURING landscape.

Thank you for your interest.

Questions?



Education and Training Challenges

Addressing the Issues



Automation Federation



August 2019 Board Meeting

• Establish Automation as a separate engineering 
discipline world-wide

• There are various automation specialization 
categories, South Africa will assist in developing 
Factory Automation and Process Automation



Automation Competency Model



Qualification Framework

• Advanced Control Engineer

• Automation Network Engineer

• Automation Sales-Marketing Professional

• Automation Technician

• Control Software Engineer

• Control Systems Engineer

• Enterprise Integration Engineer



Description of Each Position

• Alternate Titles

• Description

• Source Material

• Performance Domains



Performance Domains

Performance 
Domain I

Task 1

Knowledge Skill

Task 2

Knowledge Skill



Other Source Material



Process Automation

Examples of Industry Requirements



Examples of Automation Process Needs

• Many graduates have never seen a P&ID

• Little knowledge of Equipment sizing and 
Equipment limitations

• Little knowledge of Area Classifications

• Project Management often does not include Risk 
Management  based on Financial Calculations.



Control Panel lay-out (Inside the Panel)

Develop Control Room Lay-out

Plant lay-out

Automation lay-out

Communication lay-out.



Integration
Develop Level 4 interface Enterprise Integration

PLM ERP SCM

Enterprise Integration

Master
Data

Order 
Management

Quality
Product

Scheduling



Maintenance
Defect Management Production Monitoring Track & Trace

KPI Monitoring Overall Equipment Efficiency



Design

• Placing of the right control elements in and on 
plant piping and equipment

• Designing alarm levels based on various processes

• Alarm Management in processes

• Equipment sizing and Equipment limitations

• Feedback and Feed-Forward control applications 
in realistic plant conditions.



Control System Studies

• Failure analysis techniques 

• Hazop studies

• Plant simulations

• Equipment in hazardous areas

• Safety Integrated Level (SIL) applications

• Automation and other C&I Standards



Drawings

• Control system diagrams with equipment database 
integration

• Plant lay-out with remote I/O’s and distribution panels 
and cable lay-outs based on a process drawing

• Cabinet lay-out with I/O’s, power supplies and CPU’s 
based on a process drawing

• Cable layouts and cabinet drawings on CAD



Maintenance

• Overall Equipment Effectiveness applications

• Vibration analysis of turbines, fans etc.

• Predictive maintenance techniques

• Statistical analysis for possible failures and the 
calculation of spares inventory

• IIoT including intelligent sensors etc.

• The use of drones in measurement applications



Industrial Communication

• Ethernet, EtherCat, Profinet, Profibus, Foundation 
Fieldbus, Hart, … – Design and installation

• Integration of disparate systems

• Radar applications

• IIoT applications



IT

• C++, Java etc. for advanced control techniques

• OPC applications

• PLC programming languages and applications

• Firewalls in industry

• VoIP

• B2MML (Business to Manufacturing Markup Language)

• Database design

• KPI-ML (KPI Markup Language) …



Production Operations Management

• Defect Management

• Virtual / Digital twins

• Automatic product scheduling from commercial 
system

• Product quality management including analysers

• Lab Management tools



Project Management

• Contract Management

• Project Plan

• Risk Management (with financial figures and probabilities)

• Acceptance Plan

• Change Management Plan

• Earned Value Analysis directly from the scheduling tool 
which means all costs needs to be included in the tool 
including overtime etc.



Thank you for your attention



Factory / Process Design



Area Classifications



Pipe and Instrument Diagram



Develop Equipment Lay-out


